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AIHraet--The embedded Runge-Kutta-Nystrom process for the numerical solution of the special 
second-order initial-value problem can be extended by the addition of "dense" formulae for both y and 
y' which yield solutions at points within the normal step intervals. As for Runge--Kutta methods two 
modes of implementation are possible and it is shown that these are equivalent under certain conditions. 
The cases of "dense" formulae applied to RKN4(3) and RKN6(4) families are considered and test results 
are presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper follows on from Ref. [1] in which the application of  dense output techniques with 
Runge--Kutta (RK) methods was considered. Here the second-order special system of  initial-value 
non-stiff ordinary differential equations 
y"(x) = f[x, y(x)], with Y(X0) and y'(x0) known (1) 
is considered. The system can be solved using an embedded Runge-Kut ta -Nyst rom (RKN)  process 
with formulae of  orders q and p(q >p)  of  the form (caps denote qth-order approximations): 
Y.+, = L + h.O(x., L,  K, h.), 
~' ;+1 = ~t'. + h .O ' (x . ,  ~.,  ~'., h . ) ,  
Y.+, = S'. + h.O(x.,  L ,  $'., h.) 
and 
where 
t ^t t ^ ^t 
Y. + i = Y. + h. • (x., y., y., h.), 
and 
¢~(x., ~, ~:, h~) = ~'~ + h. ~ l~g,, 
i-- I 
~'(x., ~., K, h.) = ~ 6;g,, 
iffil 
O(x., ~., ~'., h.) = ~" + h. ~ b,g,, 
i=1 
O'(x., ~., ~'., h.) = ~ b~g, 
i=l 
i - I  ) 
gtffif x.+Gh.,~:.+c~h.~'~+h~ ~ aogj , i f  1,2 . . . . .  s. 
j= l  / 
The latter summation is taken as zero when 
i - - I  
i= l ,  c2 /2=~ao,  x .+t=x.+h. ,  h.=O(x.)h, 
j~ l  
937 
0 < O(x) ~< 1, ~'o -- y(xo), ~,~ = y'(xo) 
(2) 
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and y., ~, y. and ~ denote approximations to the true solution y(x.) and y'(x.). As for the RK 
case we prefer implementation using local extrapolation, meaning that the integration is advanced 
using the qth order approximations. Under suitable smoothness conditions the local truncation 
errors, t,+t and 1~+1, at x.+l of an RKN q process may be written [2]: 
t.+, = y(x.) + h.C~[x., y(x.), y'(x.), h.] - y(x.+ ,) = ~ h~. +' 6,Ix., y(x.), y'(x.)] 
l f f i l  
and 
where 
and 
t X t ~_ ~ ~t  U+,=y(  . )+h.C~' [x . ,y (x . ) ,y ' (x . ) ,h . l -y (x .+O hJ.+lq~,[x.,y(x.),y'(x.)], 
iffiO 
ni 
t x ~,[x, y(x), y'(x)] ~ ~}i+l)~°[x, y(x), y ( )], 
j f f i l  
i=1 ,2  . . . . .  
(3) 
A/ A • 
q~i[x,y(x),y'(x)]= ~:°+°~'+°[x,y(x),y'(x)], i=O, 1 . . . . .  
j f f i l  
the ~i) are elementary differentials of f, and the ~0 and ~<0 are functions of the RKN parameters. 
Similar expressions are true for t, + ~ and t~ + ~, the local truncation errors of the RKNp. The ~ s are 
chosen so that 
¢ti+l)=O, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  q -  l, ~ 
J j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n i ,  
Y ~'~i+l)=O, i 1,2, ,p 1, - j  
and 
f:(/+l)=0, i=0 ,1 , . . . ,q - - l ,  
~:(i+J)=0, i=0 ,1  . . . . .  p - - l . /  j= l ,2  . . . . .  ni+l, 
As for the RK situation in Ref. [1], there is no loss of generality in assuming the FSAL idea in 
which the last function evaluation at any step is the same as the first at the next step. For a process 
employing local extrapolation this requires 
cs= 1, ~s=0 and a . j=~, j= 1,2 . . . . .  s -  1. (4) 
In Section 2 we consider how the embedded RKN process can be extended by the addition of 
dense output formulae for both y and y', resulting in RKN triples yielding non-mesh point 
solutions. This will considerably enhance the practicality of the integration process. We discuss 
modes of implementation, continuity and order of interpolants. Dense output for RK methods 
has been considered by Horn [3], Shampine [4, 5], Enright et al. [6] Gladwell et al. [7] and 
Dormand and Prince [1], and for RKN methods by Horn [8] and Fine [9]. In Section 3 we analyse 
the equivalence of modes of implementation of dense RKN formulae analogous to the RK 
situation discussed in Ref. [1]. Some new formulae of orders 4 and 6 are derived in Section 4 and 
numerical tests are presented in Section 5. 
2. RKN TRIPLES 
The solutions at non-mesh points can be obtained from a third pair of RKN formulae (called 
dense formulae) which are used to integrate from x. with a step of size ah., where normally 
0 < ~ < 1. Using asterisks to denote dense quantities, we have [see expressions (2)] 
y~*+, = y. + ~h.~' (x . ,  y., ~, ~h.) 
and 
"* 'X  ^ ^"  Y~,* ~ = S'~ + ah.~ ( . ,  y., y., ah.), (5) 
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where 
and 
$* 
O*(x., ~., ~',, ah.) --- ~" + ah. ~ b'g*, 
i=l  
$* 
O'*(x., ~., ~;, ah.) = ~ b;*g* 
i=l  
i - - I  / 
g*=f  x.+c~*ah.,~.+c*ah,~'.+ 2 2 . . a h. ~ aog ) , i=1 ,2  . . . . .  s*. 
j= l  
If s *= s and &* = g~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  s*, then no extra function evaluations are necessary to 
compute approximations for y(x. + ah.) and y'(x. + ah.). This will only be possible for certain 
values of q, p and p*. Other than for low order RKN processes it will usually be necessary for 
s* to be greater than s in order to satisfy the RKNp* equations of condition. If the following 
relations are satisfied then common function evaluations (g~) are guaranteed: 
where 
c~* = ci/a, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  Sin, 
a*=ao/a 2, i -2 ,3  . . . . .  s , . , j - l ,2  . . . .  , i - - l ,  
s= = max(s, s*). 
The first few of the RKN independent error coefficients for the dense formula for y may be 
written (see Ref. [2]): 
z~ 2)* = ~ b* - 1/2!, 
i 
a~l 3)* = ~ b 'e , -  a/3 !, 
i 
 'TI *)* = (1/2!) b*c  - 
i 
= 0/3  !) Y b*c  - !, 
i 
a'(zt s)* -- z/s)*) = X bi*Qi,, (6) 
i 
where all the summations run from 1 to s*. The corresponding equations for y' are obtained as 
usual by replacing ,)~)* by zj ~i- 0., b* by b'* and multiplying the appropriate fraction by i. As in 
Ref. [1], the most obvious choice for p* is either p or q. The embedded q(p) pair together with 
the dense formulae constitute an RKN triple using s,. stages such that if s,, > s, then 
Gj = G~ = bt = b~ = 0, i = s + 1, s + 2 , . . . ,  s=. Both the b? and b~* will be functions of a. As with 
Ref. [1], there are two methods of implementing dense output solutions: 
[A] if the RKNp* equations (for y and y') can be satisfied Va e [0, 1], the b?(a) and 
b~*(a) may be computed for any desired output point and hence expressions (5) 
may be applied directly; 
[B] an interpolating polynomial based on values of y, y' and f at the mesh points 
and some intermediate points (possibly including f evalutions) obtained from 
expressions (5) can be constructed for any step interval. 
As in Ref. [1], the second method is a possibility if the RKNp* is available only for specific 
values of a. In Section 3 we will discuss the relations between the two modes of implementation, 
[A] and [B]. As far as the choice of p* is concerned, we would argue that the estimates of y(x. + ah.) 
t X ^ and y ( , + uh.) should have the same order global accuracy as ~. and y'. Now the global errors 
at the main solution points are 
= L - y(x . )  = O(hO 
940 
and 
and so we require 
and 
for mode [A] and 
and 
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e '~fK-y ' (x , ) -O(hq) ,  n =0,  1,2 . . . . .  
~*+ ¢ = Y*+o - Y(Xn "k ¢Thn) ffi O(h q) 
e~*o  = y~*~, - y ' (x ,  + ohm) = O(h q) (7) 
P(x~ + ohm) - y(x~ + ohm) = O(h q) 
P'(x~ + ahn) - y'(x~ + ahn) = O(h q) (s) 
for mode [B], where P is the interpolating polynomial. We now consider the two modes separately. 
(i) Mode [.4] 
Using expressions (5) and (7) together with the definitions of  the local truncation errors for the 
RKNp*  formulae [similar to expressions (3)], we find 
^ ^1 ¢X e*+¢ = en + ahn {~*[xn, yn, y~, ah.] - ~*[x~, y(x.), y ( . ) ,  ohm]} + t*+¢ 
and 
e~*. = e~ + ¢rh~ {~ '*[x~, ~,  ~'., ohn] - ~'*[x~, y(x~), y'(x~), ohm]} + t ' * .  (9) 
from which it can be seen that, assuming ¢*  and ~ '*  satisfy uniform Lipschitz continuity 
conditions and that II ~ II and II e~ II are  O(h q) and II t*+~ II and '* O(h f + Ilt~+oll are i), for Ile*+o[I and 
II '* e~+, II to be O(h q) we require p*  t> q - 1. As in Ref. [1], we shall generally take p*  = q - 1 but 
as in the RK  case it may be preferable in some applications to choose p*= q. 
With regard to the continuity of  the RKN interpolant here are two considerations. We have 
C o continuity of  y*+ ~ if 
y*+ ~ (or = 0) = ~. and y*+ o (~r = 1) = y~ +l 
and this in turn guarantees C o continuity of  f(x.+o, y*+o). For  C o continuity of  Y~*o, we require 
t ,  / y~*o(o=0)=~* and y .+o(a=l )=y~+ I.
These C O conditions are all true if [see Ref. (5)] 
b* (o=l )=/~ and b~*(o=l )=~,  i=1,2  . . . . .  Sr.. 
Considering y*+ ~ and y~* ~ as functions of  x it is desirable to achieve derivative continuity when 
possible. It is a straightforward matter to obtain the continuity conditions given in Table 1 where 
it has been assumed that the g~, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  s, are independent of  a. 
(ii) Mode [B] 
Let Pro(x) be the polynomial of  degree ~<m which interpolates the m + 1 points, (x.+.k, Y*+ok), 
k = 1, 2, . .  ., r~, (x~+.~, yn'*+ o~), k = 1, 2 . . . .  • r2, (x. +.k, f[x~ + ok, Y~*+ ¢k ]), k = 1, 2 . . . . .  r3, where 
m = rt + r2 + r3 - 1, o'~ = 0, 0"2 = 1, o~ = 0, o~ = 1, y*+ ~ = ~,  Y~**i = Y~ [from expression (5)] and 
Y~*.2 and y~*.2 must be replaced by ~n +, and ~ + ~ respectively, wherever they occur. Note that y*+ o2 
and y~*¢2 are not necessarily equal to ~ +~ and ~ +~ [see Subsection (i)]. These latter conditions 
imply that the interpolant is globally C ~. Since we are assuming FSAL (Section 1), it can be seen 
that 
f(x~+.,, y*+~,) = f(x~, ~'~) = g,, 
and 
f(xn * = (10) + ~2, Y. + o2) is replaced by f(x. + ~, ~n + t) g,. 
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Table i. Conditions for the continuity of y*+, and ~*~ 
Continuity y.*+, y~.. 
c o b?(I) = b, b?0) = g~ 
c' ~, + ~--~ (l) ffi t;~ b;*(0) ffi ~,, 
db '*  ~ + ~-~-~ (I)= 6. 
C 2 b~(0) ffi 61]/2 
db * d2b * 
O, i# j ,  i , j= l ,2  . . . . .  sm. 
6q=l ,  i f f i j ,  
Note: the continuity conditions for y*+, for RK processes are precisely those for Y~*o in the above 
table except hat b~* and/~ are replaced by b* and/~, respectively. This point was not made clear 
in our earlier paper [1]. 
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Note that these imply that the polynomial interpolant is globally C 2. Usually r3 = 2 so that no extra 
function evaluations are necessary as a result of the interpolation, but other values may be 
preferable in certain applications. Let Vm(x) be the polynomial of degree ~< m which interpolates 
the true solution and derivatives at the same points. Then 
r I r2 r3 
P~,(x) = ~ Lk(x)y*+, k + ~ Mk(x)y~,*,~ + ~ Nk(x)f(x~+ok, Y*~+, k)
k- I  kf f i l  kf f i l  
and 
Thus ,  
r I r2 r3 
Vm(X)= ~ Lk(x)y(x~+~k)+ ~ Mk(x)y'(x~+o'k)+ ~ Nk(x)f[x.+~k,Y(X~+~k)]" 
kffil kffit kffil 
rl r2 
kf f i l  kf f i l  
r3 
+ ~ N~)(x) {f[xn+~k, Y*+~k ] - f[xn+ok, Y(X~+~k)]}, J = 0, 1. 
kfl 
Now from expressions (9), at the Ok and o~ points 
~n+ok* =G+O(M+t)+t*+ok  
and 
'* (11) ~'n*+o'k = ~'n "4- O( hq+ l) .+. tn+~, ' 
and so provided the minimum order of the RKNp* at the Ok and Ok' points is q - -  1, then l[ t~+~k* l[ 
and II ~*,~ II are O(hq). Thus, assuming f satisfies a Lipschitz condition and using the facts that 
L~ °, M~P and N~ ") are O(h-J), O(h I-j) and O(h 2-j) respectively, then II~(x)-V.O~(x)l[ is 
O(hq-J), j ffi 0, 1. Now Vm(x) is of degree <~ m and so 
IIV~)(x)-y°)(x)ll <~Bjh "+t-y, j =0,  1, x ~[x,,x,+l], 
where the Bj are independent of h. Thus, 
111~.9(x)-y°9(x)ll ~< Cih minlq-j'rn+'-./], j =0,  1, 
where the C/are independent of h. Provided m >/q - 1, this yields result (8) in the case j ffi 0. In 
the casej  = 1, result (8) cannot generally be obtained. However, if IIt,*+,ll is O(h ~+t) at the o~ 
points, i.e. the dense formula for y is qth order locally at the ok points, then from expressions (11) 
and using the fact that 
L~l)(x) = O, we find l[ P~)(x) - V~)(x)11 is O(hq), and so 
k- I  
provided m I> q, result (8) can be obtained for both j ffi 0 and 1. 
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3. EQUIVALENCE OF [A] AND [B] 
Shampine [7] was the first to point out the similarity of the [A] and [B] modes in the RK situation 
and Dormand and Prince [1] showed that the two modes were equivalent provided rn >/rain[p*, q]. 
In this section we consider the equivalence for the RKN case. Consider again V,.(x) and let 
x = x. + oh.. Now V=(x) is exact for all polynomials of degree less than rl + r2 + r3 and hence, 
r I r 2 r 3 
~. otkLk(°) + 2 tO'kt-'Mk(u)/h. + ~ t(t -- 1)O'k-:Nk(a)/h2, = O', 
k=l  kf f i l  k= l  
t =0,  1 . . . . .  rl + r2+r3 -- 1. 
(12) 
h.~r,(o) = 
where we have taken 
and 
and 
and 
and 
where 
2. 
Y'.*o = Y~ + oh.  Z B:*(o)g,, 
i l l  
in v = s., + r3 -  2 stages, where [using expressions (10)] 
o~s?(o)  = s , (o)  + r,.(o) 
oB:*(o) = S;(o) + T;(o) 
r I r 2 
S,(o) = ~ o~L,(o)bi*(ok)+ ~ o'kMk(o)b;*(o'k)/h., 
kff iº  k= l  
i=  1,2 . . . .  ,v ,  (15) 
N,(o) ,  i = 1, 
N2(o), i = s 
O, i =2 ,3  . . . . .  s -- 1,s + 1 . . . . .  s,., 
N~_s..+2(o), i = s,. + 1 . . . . .  v, 
bi*(ak) = b;*(a'k) = 5; = 5 ;  = O, i = s,. + 1 , . . . ,  v,  
sin+k-3 
= . . . _ . _  . _^ '  Okh. E bT(Ok)gY) ,  f (ok)=f(x, ,d_okhn,~n+Okhnv.+ 2 2 g~.+k 2 yffil 
k =3,4  . . . .  ,r3, 
which can be regarded as RKN function evaluations of the form given in expressions (2), where 
c,=+k_2 = ok, k=3,4  . . . . .  r3, j= l ,2  . . . . .  k - l ,  
(13) 
(14) 
(16) 
Using expressions (5), (11) and (12) with t = 0 and 1, 
P , . (x )=~.+oh.~' .+h ~Lk(o)b*(Ok)+ okMk(a)b, (Ok)/h. gi+ Nk(o)f(ok)/h , 
i=  k=l  I 
t ,  t / where f(ok)=f(x,+ovy,*+,k), and with k =2,  b~*(Ok) and bi (o'k) are replaced by 6i and 5i 
respectively, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  sin. Thus, 
{ s__~l[ rk~_l i O" ~ ] r~=iNk } / ^i p / t, t i 2 P=(x)=y.+h.  ~L'k(o)b~*(ok)+ OkMk(O)bi (Ok)/h. gi+ (o)f(ok)/h.  . 
i k= l  
These are of the form of a dense RKN formula, 
^ ^/ 2 2 ~ B /* (o )g i  Y*+o = Y. + oh.y. + a h. 
i=1  
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and 
2 * a,.+k_2,j = Okbj (Ok). (17) 
t ,  t t Now the b*(ok) and b~ (ok) (G, and G~ when k = 2) satisfy the RKN equations of the condition 
in Ref. [2] which may be written in a form similar to that used in Ref. [1]: 
, (t) t -  2 (0 b~(Ok)R~=ok /7 , ,  u=l ,2 , . . . ,n t _ l ,  t=2,3  . . . . .  pm=min[p* ,q ]  (18) 
i=1 
and 
b ~. (o ,k )R},,.) = .~,,-  21.,(o .ok / r . ,  u=l ,2  . . . . .  n,_1, t=2,3  . . . . .  pro+l ,  (19) 
i - I  
where -(o K~ is independent of bj* and b~*. 
Taking expression (13), multiplying the appropriate R~'~, summing over i and from v and using 
expressions (15) and (16) gives 
l - - I  i=sm+l  
k=l  i= l  k= l  i=1 
which using expressions (18), (19) and (12) yields 
BI(o)R~ -o  /7. + t(t ,-2 (,) (o NI (o)[RI .  ,-2 o) 1)am /7, ] + N2(a)[R= - t(t - - - 1)o2 /7 ,  ] 
t - - I  
t =2,3  . . . . .  p,,, u = 1,2 . . . . .  n,_l, rl +r2+r3>~pm. (20) 
Now ol = 0 and for an explicit RKN process cl = alj ----- 0 SO that RI° and o1-2 are zero unless t = 2, 
and then n l = 1, 7 ~0 = 2 and R('2 = 1, and so the coefficient of NI (o) in expression (20) is zero. Using 
expression (4), o2 = 1 and relationships between the RKN equations, it can be shown that as in 
Ref. [1] the coefficient of N2(o) is also zero. Similarly, using expressions (17) it can also be shown 
that as in Ref. [1] the coefficient ofNk(o) ,  k = 3, 4 . . . . .  r3, is also zero. Thus, expression (20) gives 
=-  . .u ,  u=l ,2  . . . . .  n , _ ) , t=2,3  . . . .  ,pm, r1+re+r3-1~p~.  (21) 
i - I  
Similarly, taking expression (14), multiplying by the appropriate R(~ ) and repeating the previous 
analysis yields 
B'~*(o)RI',. ) , -~  (,) =to  /7 , ,  u=l ,2  . . . . .  n ,_1,  t=2,3  . . . . .  p , . , r t+r2+r3-11>p. .  (22)  
I= I  
Comparing expressions (21) and (22) with expressions (18) and (19) respectively it is seen that, 
provided m = rl + r e + r 3 - I ~Pm, Pro(x) and P~.(x) are equivalent o a dense RKN but of order 
only p .  - I. For order pm we require expression (22) to be true when t =Pm + I. For this to be 
so we need m ~Pm + I and expression (18) to be true when t =p,.  + I. Thus for the equivalence 
of the [A] and [B] modes in the RKN case we require m I> p,. + I and the dense RKN formula 
to be order p,. + I locally on y at the ok points, This is in agreement with Section 2. 
4. RKN TR IPLES  
To illustrate the dense output technique applied to RKN processes we consider the families of 
RKN formulae developed in Ref. [2]. For the RKN4(3)4FM, s = 4 and FSAL was employed. To 
obtain an RKN3* (assuming mode [A] implementation) we must satisfy the following equations 
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[see expressions (6)]: 
and 
$* 
b, c, = ak/[(k + 2)(k + 1)], k -- 0, 1; (23) 
i f f i |  
5* 
~, b~*cki = trk/(k + l), k = 0, 1, 2. (24) 
~=t 
No extra function evaluations are required if we choose s* = s = 4. Considering the equations for 
y'* first, equation (24) allows b'*, i = l, 2, 3, to be determined in terms of  the free parameter b~*. 
Following Shampine [4] and Dormand and Prince [l] this can be chosen to minimize II ,,(4). 112 and 
satisfy the C t continuity conditions for y',*+, in Table 1. This gives 
max [I 0-4,t(4), 112 = 8.5 x 10 -4 
o~ [0, 1] 
and 
b~* = - (960a  3 - 24840- 2+ 21350- - 658)/658, 
b~* = 320-(3600- 2 814e + 501)/3807, 
b~*= -2500-(2880- 2 - 4820- + 147)/26649, 
b~* = 0-(28800- 2 - 36920- + 1047)/2538. 
As far as the equations for y* are concerned we can regard b* and b* as arbitrary and use 
expression (23) to determine b* and b*. In this case it is possible to satisfy expression (23) with 
k = 2, which determines b* and implies that the dense process is locally 4th order on y. It might 
be thought that b* should be determined to minimize 11,(5)* [[2, but doing this does not satisfy the 
continuity conditions. A formula providing C 2 continuity for y*+, is 
b* = - (40  -3 - 130- 2 + 150- - 7)/14, 
b~' = 8a(60- 2 - 17a + 14)/81, 
b3* = -250-(120- 2 -  250- + 10)/567, 
b* = 0-(0- - 1)(12a - 7)/54. 
For  the RKN6(4)6F family of  Ref. [2], s = 6 and the FSAL idea was also employed. To obtain 
an RKN5* (assuming mode [A] implementation) we must satisfy the following equations [see 
expressions (6) and Ref. [2]]: 
and 
$* 
~, bt*c k = 0-k/[(k + 2)(k + 1)], k = 0, l, 2, 3; (25) 
lffil 
$* 
~_, b~*Q~l = 0; (26) 
i= l  
$* 
~, b~*c k = 0-k/(k + 1), k = 0, 1 . . . .  ,4; (27) 
i - - I  
$* 
b~*ckQ~ = 0, k = 0, 1; (28) 
l f f i l  
s* 
b~* Qa = 0. (29) 
t - I  
The free parameters, c2, c 3 and Ca were chosen according to the criteria outlined in Ref. [2] yielding 
the RKN6(4)6FM.  To  this process can be added a 5th order dense formula for y with s* = s = 6 
since expressions (25) and (26) can be solved for b*, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  5, in terms of  the arbitrary 
parameter b*. The equations for y' cannot be solved with s*= 6 for general 0-. However, it is 
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possible to solve expressions (27) and (28) with k = 0 to give the b~*, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  6. Substitution 
then shows that expression (28) with k = 1 and expression (29) are satisfied when o. = 1/2. Thus 
mode [B] implementat ion with rl = r2 = 3, r3 -- 2, any o.3 6 (0, 1) and o.~ = 1/2 might seem possible. 
F rom Section 3, however, we not only require m = r, + r2 + r3 - -  1 >/6 but that the dense formula 
for y should be locally 6th order at o.3. Investigations how that this is not possible. Mode [B] 
implementat ion with r, = r3 = 2, r2 = 3 and o.~ = 1/2 might seem possible since II t*+~k II is 6th order 
at o.k, k = 1, 2. However,  since the mode [B] form is equivalent o mode [A] this cannot be possible. 
In fact, the polynomial  which interpolates y, y' and f at the two end points together with y' at the 
mid-point is only 5th degree. Two situations now arise: 
(a) we can use the RKN6(4)6FM process and try s* = 7; or 
(b) we can consider another member  of  the RKN6(4)6F  family, still retaining s* = 6. 
The two cases will now be considered separately. 
(a) s* = 7 
The use of  s* = 7 introduces extra parameters c7, a7i, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  6, b~* and b* which will enable 
not only expressions (25)-(29) to be satisfied but will also allow some of  the _jrt6)* and/or ~<6). (see 
Ref. [2]) to be made zero. So that mode [B] type implementat ion is possible we first consider the 
equations for y together with the 6th order independent error terms, z~ 6)*, z[ 6)* and z~ 6)*. QT, is first 
eliminated between expression (26) and z[ 6)* = 0. This equation together with expression (25) and 
zl 6)* = 0 yields b*, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  6, in terms of  b* which is still arbitrary. QT, and Q72 are  then 
determined by satisfying equation (26) and z~ 6)* = 0. Thus we have a 6th order dense formula for 
y in terms of  the free parameters b* and c7. Considering now the dense equations for y' then 
expressions (27) and (28) will yield b~*, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  7, in terms of  b* and c7. Consideration of  
expression (29) then shows it to be satisfied. Thus, we have a 5th order dense formula for y' and 
hence an RKN triple which can be implemented in either mode [A] or mode [B] (provided m I> 6). 
Any two of  the aTi, i = 2, 3 . . . . .  6, can be determined in terms of  the others since Q71 and Q72 
are known. The free parameters can now be chosen so that the required continuity conditions of  
Table 1 are satisfied and so that II~ '~6)* II is small. It is possible to determine b* so that T~ ~6)* is 
zero but because b~* = 3(2o. - l)b*/(o. - 1), the resulting expression for b* then contains a factor 
(2o. - 1) in the denominator.  This same problem arises if T~<6). is made zero by determination of  
Q73. In order to satisfy the continuity condit ions we take b* to have a factor o . (o . -  1) 3. The 
parameter  c7 could be a function of  o. but it must be distinct f rom the other c~, i = 1, 2 . . . .  ,6; to 
avoid singularities we choose it to be independent of  o.. In addition to those quoted in Ref. [2], 
the extra RKN parameters,  chosen to satisfy continuity and derivative truncation error term 
minimization conditions, for the RKN6(4)6FM triple are: 
C7 = 1/5, a71 : -  13176257/721586250, a72 = 175419/7815500, 
a73 = 133933/8379000, a74 = -44981/1029000, 
a75 = 639035/15146439, a76 = 456/336875, 
b* = (6785o. 4- 20973o. 3+ 22360o. 2- 9092o. + 1071)/2142, 
b* = -5o.(2050o. 3- 6174o. 2 + 6215o. - 2100)/1044, 
b* = - 5o.(1010o. 3 - 3162o. 2+ 3415o. - 1340)/1368, 
b* = -5o.(554o. 3 -  1530o.2 + 1387o. -444) /504,  
3 2 b* = 3125o.(195o. - 558o. + 530o. - 175)/112404, 
b* = o.(o. - 1)(5o. z - 4o. + 1)/24, 
b* = 245o.(o. - 1)3/24, 
b;* = (40710o. 4- 104865o. 3+ 89440o. 2- 27276o. + 2142)/2142, 
b~* = -25o.(1230o. 3 - 3087o. 2+ 2486o. - 630)/522, 
b~* = -25o.(606o. 3- 1581o. 2 + 1366o- - 402)/684, 
C.A.M.W.A, 13/12--~ 
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b~* = -5a(1662a 3 - 3825a 2+ 27740. - 666)/252, 
b'5*= 15625a(234a 3 - 5580.2+ 4240. - 105)/112404, 
b~* = a(300. 3- 450 .2 4- 200. - 3)/24, 
b~* = 2450.(0. - 1)2(20. - 1)/8, 
The extra function evaluation 
max It a 6t'tt)* 112 = 4.2 x 10 -4" 
aE[O, 11 
gT=,(xn+cThn,n+h ,:J2+h 07 ) 
j= l  
is only required at steps where dense solutions are required. 
(b ) An alternative RKN6(  4 )6F process 
A six-stage dense pair can be obtained by considering the RKN6(4)6F family in Ref. [2] and 
imposing the following conditions: 
= = = = = b*  = o ,  
Q, l=Qi2=0,  i=3,4 ,5  (30) 
Note that Qtl and Qt: are zero because of expressions (4). These conditions impose the following 
restrictions on the c: 
c2 = c3/2, 
2 - 3(c3 + c4 + c5) + 5(c3ca + c4cs + c5c3) - 10c3c4c5 = 0 (31) 
and a complicated relationship making ¢;[6) zero. Eliminating c3 using expressions (31) it is found 
that ¢~[6) is zero if 
5c42(30c] - 62c ] 4- 42c5 - 9) - 5c4(42c~ - 90c52 + 63c5 - 14) + (60c] - 135cg + 100c5 - 24) = 0. 
Thus given c5, the other c; can then be determined. The choice c5 = 9/10 has been selected so that, 
following the criteria given in Ref. [2], II ~(7)11 and I1C (7) II are small. The values of these are 1.2 x 10 -4 
and 1.2 x 10 -4 compared to 8.7 x 10 -5 and 7.7 x 10 -5 for the RKN6(4)6FM. The new process has 
max 110.% '(6)* 112 --- 6.7 x 10 -4, 
ae[0, 11 
is defined in Table 2 as the RKN6(4)6FD, and can also be found in E1-Mikkawy [10]. 
The imposition of expressions (30) greatly simplifies the solution of the dense equations. For y' 
we are left with expression (27) which may be solved for b~* and b,.'*, i = 3, 4, 5, 6, which satisfy 
the C ~ continuity conditions of Table 1. For y it is possible to obtain a 6th order formula satisfying 
the C'  continuity conditions of Table 1. The expressions for the b;* and b* are also given in 
Table 2. It is possible to obtain a dense formula for y', of the required order, by direct 
differentiation of y*+,, provided this is of order at least q: this requires 
d 
abe* = -~a (aZb~*)' i = 1, 2 . . . . .  s*. 
In the RKN4(3) case we do not follow this approach, instead preferring to use the free parameter 
b~* to minimize II ~,~4). II For the RKN6(4) cases, all the b~* are determined from the 5th order 
equations of condition and so a similar minimization is not possible. Although we have solved the 
RKN dense equations for y' for the 5th order formulae the above result is satisfied. It will be seen 
that max II~ '~6)* II2 for the FD formula is larger than that of the FM formula. This might suggest 
the inferiority of the FD. However, direct comparison is only possible when the main integrating 
formulae are the same which is not true in this case. 
RKN t r ip les  
Tab le  2. The  RKN6(4)6FD coeff icients 
R = ~ ,  c I = 0, c= = (209 - R)/900, c 3 = (209 - R ) /450 ,  
c 4 = (209 + R) /450 ,  c s = 9/10,  c 6 = 1, a21 = (26131 - 209R) /810000,  
a3~ = (26131 - 209R) /607500,  a32 = (26131 - 209R) /303750,  
a4~ = (980403512254 + 7781688431R) / I  1694469921875,  
a42 = - (1262884486208 + 15385481287R) /11694469921875,  
a(3 = (7166233891441 + 78694563299R) /46777879687500,  
asl = -9 (329260 + 3181R) /27040000,  as2 = 27(35129 + 3331R) /13520000,  
a53 = - 27(554358343 + 31040327R ) /464060480000,  
as( = 153(8555257 - 67973R) /2745920000,  
gsl = 329/4212,  a62 = 0, a63 = (84119543 + 366727R)409622616,  
a~ = (84119543 - 366727R) /409622616,  a6s = 200/17901,  
/~ = 329/4212,  ~2 = 0, ~3 = (84119543 + 366727R) /409622616,  
G( = (84119543 - 366727R) /409622616, /~5 = 200/17901,  G 6 = 0, 
/~; = 329/4212, /~ = 0, b~ = (389225579 + 96856R) /1024056540,  
G~ = (389225579 - 96856R) /1024056540,  G~ = 2000/17901, /~ = 1/20, 
b~ = (2701 + 23R) /4563,  b 2 = - (9829 + 131R)/9126, b 3 = 5(1798 + 17R)/9126, 
b4=bs=b~=O, b~ = 115/2106,  b~=O, 
b[ = (84119543 + 366727R) /256014135,  
b~ = (84119543 - 366727R) /256014135,  b~ = 6950/17901,  b~ = - 1/10 
bT' = (900(7 ( - 38190. 3+ 63860. 2- 5244(7 + 2106) /4212,  b~ = 0, 
* 3 2 ba = 0.[1800(5860823 - 152228R)a  - 6 (4929647204 - 156109769R)0.  
+ (22190560391 - 1109665151R)a  + 18(81356461 + 25954829R) ] /22529243880,  
b*  = 0.[1800(5860823 + 152228R)~ 3 - 6 (4929647204 + 156109769R)a  2 
+ (22190560391 + 1109665151R)a  + 18(81356461 - 25954829R) ] /22529243880,  
b ~' = - 2000.(2250. 3 _ 651 a 2 + 620a  - 195)/17901,  
b* = ~(a  - 1)(3000. 2 - 523a  + 234) /220,  
b~* = (54000. 4- 190950 .3+ 255440. 2 - 157320. + 4212) /4212,  b~* = 0, 
b~* = a[5400(5860823 - 152228R)0.  3 -  15(4929647204-  156109769R)¢  2 
+ 2(22190560391 - 1109665151R)0.  + 27(81356461 + 25954829R) ] /11264621940,  
b~* = 0.[5400(5860823 + 152228R)0.  3 - 15(4929647204 + 156109769R)a  2 
+ 2(22190560391 + 1109665151R )0. + 27(81356461 - 25954829R) ] /11264621940,  
b~* = - 10000.(2700. 3 - 6510. 2 + 4960. - 117)/17901,  
b~* = 0.(18000. 3 - 41150. 2+ 30280. - 702)/220.  
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5. NUMERICAL  TESTS 
In order to test the effectiveness of dense output formulae it is possible to plot efficiency curves 
relating the maximum global error at a large number of points to the number of function 
evaluations computed (cost). As we have noted in Ref. [1] this tends to produce curves almost 
identical with those for the main solution points: these are given in Ref. [2] for the RKN4(3)4FM 
and RKN6(4)FM formulae. If few interpolated points are selected these may not fall in the regions 
of greatest global error. Consequently, we do not present here any efficiency curves relating to dense 
point global errors. 
As in Ref. [2] we have concentrated our numerical tests on the two-body orbit problem: 
y"(x) = -y (x ) / r  3, x ~ [0, 20], 
where 
r''y'2e:O9y O>=['el 0 ] 0 ' y '(0)= (1 + e)/(1 -- e) 
Figure 1 shows the dense solution global error compared with that at the main solution points 
{x ~ [15, 18]} from the RKN4(3)4FM. The choice of this interval is somewhat arbitrary but the 
step-size is relatively large permitting illustration of the global errors at a few mesh points and a 
large number of dense points over a significant range of solution. 
Only the first components of y and y' are shown; there is no qualitative difference between these 
and the other components. The interval size for dense output was 0.05, and since the step-sizes 
are relatively large in the given interval, the curves show the behaviour of the interpolated solution 
with varying ~r. In a subjective sense the interpolants are extremely good. This is not too surprising 
in view of the C2 property for the y solution. Choice of an RKN6(4) formula is now influenced 
by two criteria. The FM formula has smaller truncation error coefficients and thus performs more 
efficiently when only the main solution points are considered (Fig. 2). However the FD interpolant 
(Fig. 3) is smoother than that of the FM (Fig. 4). Also the FM interpolant requires one extra 
function evaluation in every step containing one or more dense output points. It should be 
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Fig. 1. Global error against x e [15, 18] for RKN4(3)4FM for the two-body orbit problem. A tolerance 
of 10 -3 with mixed error per step control was used. Dense output solution (...); Yt solution (x); 
yj solution (+). 
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Fig. 2. Logm0lmaximum global error (over all steps and variables)[ against function evaluations for the 
two-body orbit problem using 6th order RKN processes. 
emphasized that the modest  oscil lations seen in Fig. 4 would be difficult to detect in a graph 
of  y'. 
The RKN6(4)6FD interpolant is identical to the modc  [B] formula whcn this is based on a 
solution at a = ½. A mode [B] intcrpolant for the FM formula can also be derived; results obtained 
using it arc a lmost identical to those illustrated by Fig. 4. 
RKN6(4)6FD 
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Fig. 3. G loba l  error against x ~ [15, lg]  fo r  RKN6(4)6FD for the two-body orbit problem. A tolerance 
o f  3 x 10 - s  w i th  mixed error per step control  was used. Dense output solut ion ( . .  9; Y~ so lu t ion  (x ) ;  
y~ solution (+) .  
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Fig. 4. Global error against x e [15, 18] for RKN6(4)6FM for the two-body orbit problem. A tolerance 
of 10 -5 with mixed error per step control was used. Dense output solution (...); y~ solution (x); 
y~ solution (+). 
6. D ISCUSSION 
The material covered in this paper has many similarities to our earlier work on RK triples [1]. 
As before, dense output formulae have been incorporated in existing processes. Greater continuity, 
possible only in the RKN case, enables better results to be obtained. For mode [B] to be applicable, 
it is necessary for the y interpolant o be of order q, rather than q - 1 as for the RK case, to produce 
an acceptable order of global error. Thus local error optimisation is somewhat different. 
It is clear that the dense output RKN triple is capable of yielding excellent results at any point 
within the integration interval. Extension of the technique to some of the higher order formulae 
developed recently by EI-Mikkawy [10] is very desirable in view of the efficiency of these procedures 
at stringent tolerances. As with RK methods the development of high order RKN triples is 
complicated by the large number of order conditions. It seems likely that extra stages will need 
to be introduced• This will be the subject of further investigation. 
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